First conditional – Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets PART 1

es If I …………… (study),

2 I …………… (pass) the exam.

3 If you …………… (wait) a minute,

4 I …………… (ask) my parents.

5 If she …………… (win) the lottery,

6 then she …………… (fly) to New York.

7 If they …………… (go) to the disco,

8 they …………… (listen) to loud music.

9 If Michelle …………… (forget) do to her homework,

10 the teacher …………… (give) her a low mark.

Soluzioni:
(1) study (2) will pass (3) will wait (4) will ask (5) wins (6) will fly (7) will go (8) will listen (9) forgets (10) will give
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